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1. EXTENDED ABSTRACT
How to organize and present search results plays a critical

role in the utility of search engines. Queries are inherently
ambiguous and search results are often diverse with multiple
senses. The user has to sift through many irrelevant results
to locate those relevant ones. Clustering divides a long list
of disparate search results into a few topic-coherent clusters,
allowing the user to quickly locate relevant results by topic
navigation. There is good evidence that clustering improves
user experience and search result quality [2].
Search result clustering is a highly user-centric task. Au-

tomatic algorithms often fail to fulfill the human factors in
the objectives of search result clustering, generating mean-
ingless, awkward or nonsense cluster labels [1]. In this demo,
we explore a completely different direction in tackling the
problem, utilizing the power of direct user intervention and
mass-collaboration. In ClusteringWiki (dmlab.cs.txstate.
edu/ClusteringWiki/), the user can edit and annotate the
membership, structure and labels of clusters through a Wiki
interface to personalize her search result presentation. Such
edits and annotations can be implicitly shared among users
as a mass-collaborative way of improving search result orga-
nization and search engine utility.
In collaborative tagging, tags can be used to collectively

classify and find information. ClusteringWiki extends con-
ventional tagging and allows tagging of structured objects,
which are clusters of search results organized in a hierarchy.
Figure 1 shows a snapshot of ClusteringWiki. The left-

hand label panel presents a hierarchy of cluster labels. The
right-hand result panel presents search results for a chosen
cluster label. A logged-in user can edit the current clusters
by creating, deleting, modifying, moving or copying nodes in
the cluster tree. Each edit will be validated against a set of
predefined consistency constraints before being stored. De-
tailed descriptions of the framework and implementation can
be found at dmlab.cs.txstate.edu/ClusteringWiki/pdf/cw.pdf.

Demonstration scenarios. After login, you are able to
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Figure 1: Snapshot of ClusteringWiki.

personalize a cluster tree for a query, e.g. “Sergey Brin”.
You can edit the tree labels in the label panel by renaming,
creating, copying, moving and deleting labels. You can also
re-assign the cluster membership of search results by copy,
move and delete operations. To reduce user editing effort,
cluster edits in ClusteringWiki are available through con-
text menus with pre-validated operations attached to labels
and results. To perform a move/copy operation you can use
cut/copy and paste or simply drag and drop a result or label.

To verify that ClusteringWiki retains personal prefer-
ences, you can log out, log in, and issue the same query. The
resulting personalized cluster tree should allow you to ex-
plore the search results more effectively. To demonstrate ag-
gregated clustering, ClusteringWiki lists the top 10 queries
edited by the most users. You (without login) can choose
some of these queries and observe how the aggregated trees
differ from the initial trees. Aggregated trees reflect the
collaborative effort and common preferences of many users.

Cluster editing takes user effort. ClusteringWiki attempts
to reuse such effort.While preference aggregation can be con-
sidered sharing among users, preference transfer is sharing
among queries. In ClusteringWiki, preference transfer is
executed regardless of your login status. For example, you
can issue a query “Sergey Brin” and edit the cluster tree.
Then you can issue a similar query “Sergey M. Brin” and
observe how those stored preferences for “Sergey Brin” are
enforced in producing the cluster tree for “Sergey M. Brin”.
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